WATCHWORD
PARK HALL AREA NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH

Members Magazine Issue #80

Identifying issues around Park Hall, Covid Support and
amazing actions by our Community!
Not a member already?

Join up on www.PHANW.com
Twitter @ NHW_Walsall

Facebook : Park Hall Area
Neighbourhood Watch

Building a stronger, safer, caring community.
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Foreword By The Chairman to the 80th Edition
Welcome to this 80th Edition of the Watchword magazine, which
has now been going for around 25 years. It is thanks to the
foundations laid by previous committee members, zone heads
and street coordinators that we are still here today. If you’re
interested, you can find copies of the early Watchword magazines
on our website www.phanw.com .
During the summer, my wife and I got to work growing vegetables in our garden: –
broad beans, beetroot, courgettes and runner beans. It was most rewarding, after all
the hard work (digging, composting, sowing, watering etc.) to watch the plants grow
and flourish. In time the plants produced vegetables and we were able to enjoy the
fruit of our labour with the satisfaction of knowing that we had contributed to what
we were eating. In a similar way, the PHANW community has grown and flourished
through the hard work of its members, and we are now reaping the benefits and
enjoying the fruit of that labour as a community who works together and helps each
other. It is encouraging to hear about so many acts of kindness and group activities.
This 80th edition of the Watchword magazine, has been brought to you with the
help of Asit Deshpande of zone 3B who has toiled over the graphical design for this
edition as he did for the last 3 issues of Watchword magazine, resulting in the quality
of document you now have, and we are very grateful to him. I must also mention
and thank other local residents for their contributions to this edition: - Chris Spencer
zone 2, Lee Smirthwaite zone 4, Clare Matthews zone 2, and also the resident who
wrote about mental health. Also, our thanks go to John Daniel zone1, for the cover
photograph.
Tony Purdue, who served as vice chairman of our committee for a number of years
has now retired, and I would like to thank him for his contribution to PHANW. In
particular he drafted for us our present constitution (which you can read on our
website www.phanw.com ) and also several other written pieces of work. We really
appreciate all this work and his advice and judgement over the years, and we wish
him and his wife Jo all the best in the future. He does continue to serve as a street
coordinator for zone 5.
With uncertain times ahead, I look forward to seeing how the PHANW community
will continue to pull together to help each other. You will find in here an article
by Barry Morse about the work our Covid-19 Support group are doing. We have
received some funding for this cause. If you know of needy families in our area
please let us know by email to: – editor@phanw.com .
We have tried to bring you a magazine with articles of interest for everyone. We will
be pleased to hear all positive comments and suggestions. You can feedback to
us again by email to: - editor@phanw.com . We would also welcome contributions
from residents for future editions. Also, if you find a neighbour is not a member of
PHANW, please encourage them to join us.
In whatever form it may take, may I wish you and your family a peaceful Christmas
and happy New Year.
I hope you enjoy the read. Please do take the time to read it!
Best wishes,
Robert Read
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Call 999 in an emergency. For everything else get in touch via Live Chat on the police website
between 8am to midnight or call 101.
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Police Report
Dear residents,
Can I first start by saying a huge thank you from the Paddock/
Delves NHT for all the help and support we have received from
the community of Park Hall during 2020. It has been an incredibly
challenging year for all of us, but the community spirit has been
fantastic.
Crime types: Burglary dwellings, all vehicle related crimes, shed
breaks, bogus callers. All of these types of acquisitive crimes that
can have a massive impact on communities have continued to fall
and remain very low indeed during 2020.
Crime Prevention is Key
I know I keep going on about it but it really is "An ounce of prevention is better than a pound of
cure". Changing euro locks to anti snap euro locks, fitting a Disk Lok to your vehicle, making sure
the house alarm is on, fitting Ring doorbells, ensuring side gates are locked, leaving nothing on
display in your vehicle, the list goes on, lots of small things but can have a huge impact on your
security.
As we enter the darker nights please remember to leave a light on, fit light timers if you are going
out, ensure your dawn to dusk lighting is working correctly and any other security lighting. Ensure
sheds are locked and secure and do not leave tools, ladders etc out which could aid an offender.
The very low crime which we have in Park Hall doesn’t just happen by luck and good fortune,
trust me, because back in 2017 crime was rising at an alarming rate. The huge turn around has
happened through sheer hard work.
Park Hall Area Neighbourhood Watch, which incorporates Park Hall WhatsApp and Park Hall
Street Watch, is what has made the difference. Yes, you have your local dedicated Neighbourhood
Team who are also part of this community, but it is without a shadow of a doubt the groups above
who have had the biggest impact, and a huge thank you from me personally.
During 2020 we at Walsall police have had some changes of staff:
Sgt Neil Powers is the new Sgt for Delves/Paddock NHT
Inspector Tony Eustace is still the Inspector for our area
Mr Rod Rose is the new Chief Inspector
Kim Madill was superintendent, but she has now taken a new post in Dudley and we are currently
waiting for our new superintendent to be confirmed.
Mr Andrew Parsons is still chief superintendent here on the Walsall NPU
The Paddock/Delves NHT is made up of the following
Sgt Neil Powers, PC Libby Clarke, PC Jo Ann Lloyd, PC Indy Malli, PC Matt Mills, PCSO James
Atkins, PCSO Mohammed Hafiz, and me PCSO Tim Littlehales.
We cover the following areas
Walsall Arboretum, Chuckery, Park Hall, Delves and Palfrey
Contact numbers
Dial 101 Ext 889 6317 and ask to speak to any member of the Delves/Paddock team Email delves@
west-midlands.pnn.police.uk
Follow us on Twitter @DelvesWMP
Kind Regards, PCSO Tim Littlehales
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The PHANW Community in Action
On March 24th 2020, as we all know, coronavirus hit the UK. Employees were asked to stay at
home, businesses shut down for the foreseeable future and vulnerable people were asked to
shield in order to protect themselves. This had a huge effect on people and the economy. People
stockpiled and panic bought items, super markets had queues running out of their doors and
around the car parks and home delivery slots were non-existent! This meant our most vulnerable
were in an extremely dangerous situation.
On March the 18th a post from the
land lady of The Bell Pub, Esther
Bennet, an avid Acorns supporter,
was posted on Facebook saying
Acorns Walsall needed our help.
They had taken in children from
Birmingham Acorns in order to
make room for coronavirus cases.
Acorns also looked after 600
families off site who couldn’t leave
their homes due to shielding and
were struggling to get essential
items like milk, toilet rolls, pasta,
rice etc.
On a crusade to help, Clare Matthews (that's me) and
Rahnee Scaringi posted on our road WhatsApp, and
our personal facebooks offering to collect items. Fellow
neighbours Phil and Jen at once offered their services and
a large van to collect the items in and take to Acorns. The
response was amazing. We couldn’t stop there, we roped
in the Admins, posted on the Neighbourhood Watch
WhatsApp, and put our request out to all zones to help
these children out. Straight away Admin Amit Verma drove
around every zone collecting items, filling his car to the
roof. In zone 2, Shin joined us to help collect and covered
Ravensdale and Cricket Close in his car, leaving us free
to collect on Charlemont Road, Hobart Drive, Canberra
Road, Queens Road, Birmingham Road and Melbourne
Gardens. The way the community came together and the
generosity was staggering. We filled the van, people were
coming out of every door with bags for us to take to help Acorns. The saying charity starts at home
rings very true with everything donated on the day from The Bell and our efforts. We donated
over £3000 worth of food.
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Our community didn’t stop there.
Again, we all pulled together to
help those in need. A local school
sent out an appeal as they had
families struggling to cope. Once
again texts were sent out, all
zones were alerted, and parcels
were dropped off of food and
clothing. Our Neighbourhood team
arranged boxes for each family to
be sent into school. Again, Amit
organised all of this. The school
was able to make deliveries to
families shielding and provide a
food bank to those struggling financially. The response was staggering it made me so proud the
way we all pulled together and helped the children and the families.

The head from the school wished to
comment on this article:

We cannot express our thanks enough to
those who came to the rescue of so many of
our St.Mary's school families. We provided
food support for over 24 families throughout
the lockdown period. Families who were
usually able to support their own needs
found themselves in situations they would
have never have believed possible. Thank
you from the bottom of our hearts and know
that your kind and generous action have
helped so many people in these desperate
times. "God bless you all".
Cath Amos, Head Teacher, St Mary's the
Mount Catholic Primary School

Clare Matthews - Zone 2
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Daffodils Community Garden
We have all walked, or driven, past St. Martin’s Church on the Sutton Road many times.
However, unless you have an association with St. Martin’s, you will almost certainly not be
aware that there is a large area of ground which is part of the Church’s site. It is hidden
from view, at the rear of the car park. Now, there is an exciting plan to make the area more
pleasant and accessible to all.

A group of community volunteers have come together under the name of Daffodils
Community Garden and they have planned a considerable alteration to the area. They
propose to turn the neglected, hidden, area into a pleasant garden area. The proposed
garden is probably 1/2 -3/4 acre in size and presently includes 4 small allotments and a
large polytunnel which needs to be recovered after damage by last year’s storms. After an
initial local consultation, the ideas to develop the area include a quiet reflective area, wild
flower area, soft play area for pre-school children, raised beds and a sensory garden. Phase
1 of the project is to develop the quiet area and it is hoped to complete that this year. The
Committee are currently looking at fundraising and community grants to achieve this.
Although the community garden is on church land and is supported by the church it will
operate independently from St Martin’s. The Committee acknowledge that they have
a long way to go, but they have formed a Committee, have a constitution, have a bank
account,and are now able to apply for grants and to fund raise to develop the area.
At the present time the area is in a
poor state so there is much to achieve.
The proposed timetable extends
over a 5-year period. The intention is
to develop one area at a time. To be
successful the plan needs community
support and involvement and the
Committee (which is made up of local
people) is very keen to get as many
local people involved with the project
as possible.
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We, PHANW,
willingly give our
backing to this
project, and
although it is
marginally outside
the PHANW area
we have made a
small contribution
to this project. We
are aware that
many of our
residents and
members will be
associated with
St. Martin’s and
will therefore be
aware of the
project, and will no doubt be offering support. Notwithstanding, The Daffodil Community
Garden Committee are very keen to have as many local people as possible involved, and
would welcome support from PHANW residents who have no connection with St. Martin’s.
This support can be offered in many ways. Planting and gardening are perhaps the most
obvious support, but the Committee would welcome any support which might include
admin support, or just sharing ideas.
Should you wish to encourage and assist this project, and are prepared to support it in any
manner, please contact Lesley Bates at lesleybates0907@aol.com or contact her on 07939
553590

Do you want Park Hall to
continue to be a safe
place to live?
Can you spare just TWO hours each MONTH to
keep Park Hall safe?
If you answered ‘YES’ to both questions - please contact Park Hall
Neighbourhood Street Watch team at:
parkhallstreetwatch@gmail.com

Street Watch is part of Park Hall Area Neighbourhood Watch and fully supported by
West Midlands Police
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Singing in our Street during Lockdown in the UK
The first Clap for the NHS and carers on Thursday 26th March 2020 was a strange affair. We had
seen it in Spain and Italy, with residents of apartment blocks standing on their balconies to clap
their frontline workers, but now it was here in the UK. It was still wintertime, so at 8pm it was dark
outside. We waved at our neighbours in the dim light, the 2 minutes of clapping finished yet you
could sense everyone’s uncertainty at this new and strange world in lockdown. No one in the street
seemed to want to go back inside their house. We stayed out to talk for may be 5 or 10 minutes,
speaking, shouting and waving to neighbours up and down the street, some of whom we had
possibly never really spoken to before.
I had actively been involved with Neighbourhood Watch for a couple of years and had seen how
the area had benefitted from the improved communication between households with WhatsApp
and Facebook groups.
During the second week, we clapped again and
afterwards we found we wanted to stay out again
and talk. Someone jokingly said “I feel like we
should dance or something, Lee, why don’t you get
your guitar and sing?”. We didn’t do anything for a
couple of weeks but we kept discussing the
possibility. On the 9th April 2020, we discussed what
we could do, what songs would people want to
listen to and I agreed to start up a WhatsApp group
for the Street. We already have an amazing
WhatsApp network for Neighbourhood Watch, but
needed something specific to our section of the
street. We sorted out the songs we would sing, I
busily started learning the chords on guitar, and the
lyrics were put out on the group so when people
came out they could join in. In the lighter evening of
16th April, we clapped for the NHS, Carers and
Frontline staff. I then grabbed my guitar. Playing
music on your front drive when people are driving
past is bizarre as it’s something we just don’t
normally do. As I have worked full time throughout
the lock down period, I did not get much opportunity to practice. I am not really a musician, but
the neighbours seemed to enjoy what we played and they certainly joined in with the singing.
People of all ages and background came out. The Ben E. King song “Stand by Me” was the first
song of three we played that night. We decided on Social Media platforms to call it “Street-SingAlong” and the videos were posted.
It built from there. The Band McFly re-released their song “It’s All about you” for the NHS that
week and as it was a family favourite, it was a no brainer to sing this. I convinced my youngest
to play violin as McFly had featured this in their re-release. This video got re-tweeted on Twitter
by Tom Fletcher, one of the band members, so saw significant views! In the same week, my
Neighbour Perbinder decided to give a display of Gatka, a Sikh martial art. He was nervous as he
had not done this for many years. He blew us away. It was very impressive and that got even more
views on Twitter than my video. We were even joined in the street by our local PCSO, Tim.
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Week 3 was a cold and rainy affair we had rehearsed all week for our first “plugged-in” set. My
eldest was going to play electric guitar while I sang. Literally at 7:59, it started raining, and we had
to revert to me playing acoustic guitar. The amazing officers on the late shift for Walsall Police
drove down our street in a police van with sirens sounding and blue lights flashing at 8pm to help
us celebrate the NHS & Carers – This was brilliant as it helped bond the neighbours just a little
bit more. In future weeks we had children do Tik-Tok dances and play instruments. Manjit our
neighbour has come out every week and conducted an inspirational meditation or Yoga session
where the whole street takes part.

Well it spiralled from there really, soon comments like “I want to live on your Street” were
springing up in messages on social media and people really seemed to want to have something
similar in their street but felt they couldn’t get momentum. It just takes one person to start it in
your street – you could all be doing this. The residents here have said they want to continue this in
some form even when lockdown has ended. When working on my front garden, many people have
said they wanted to come and watch on a Thursday night, however we had to be really firm and
say that actually they need to do this in their street, not come to ours. I know that sounds harsh
but we needed to ensure the residents health and safety and help reduce the spread of the virus.
After that the performances became a bit more ambitious, but not necessarily tuneful! We moved
more to backing tracks as it meant I didn’t have to learn chords to three songs each week. Where
I could convince my kids to join in they did. We did Wonderwall in week five and my eldest played
Guitar, my youngest played viola this time. By week 6 we started to add a bit of fancy dress and
did a bit of Abba to mark what would have been Eurovision that week. My wife joined in on the
singing on this one because the kids were too traumatised by their embarrassing father. My kids
are actually the real musical talent, they are far better musicians than I but I have struggled to get
them to take centre stage (or driveway as it actually is).
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Week 7, which was planned to be the last clap for the NHS & Carers was the most enjoyable.
Some weeks back I had discussed singing a song in Punjabi to my neighbour Perbinder. His son
Bhagatjeev suggested Moorni by Panjabi MC. This suggestion was perfect. During every bit of DIY
on weekends I would have it playing, hoping no one would hear it and give the game away. On
the evening, lots of the street came out and a few people from the side roads. Three songs again,
but my second song was Moorni. I sang this in Punjabi even though I have had no lessons, I could
tell straightway from the way everybody joined in that it was something special. Everyone was
singing and clapping their hands. The response to this on social media has been mind-blowing.
Panjabi MC, who released the record originally has shared it on all platforms and the response has
been simply unbelievable.
Throughout this, Park Hall Neighbourhood Watch have
been superb at broadcasting the videos out to the
neighbourhood each week on Twitter and Facebook, a
massive thank you to the whole team.
What started as a way to build community and bring a
bit of happiness in the street has literally gone all around
the world. We have been re-tweeted by Neighbourhood
Watch in Brampton, Ontario in Canada, and gone round
India on Instagram, along with many other places. Our
Street-Sing-Along seems to have brought joy to a much
wider audience than just our street.
So what next? We don’t really know. We have spoken
throughout saying we want to carry on doing something
even after lockdown has eased as we know we have
something special here. Music has been a great way to
bring everyone together, but you need to choose the
right songs. I have tried to have a message with some of
the songs, others chosen because I know the street will
join in.
At a time when community spirit is being tested to the extreme around the world, community
adhesion has never been stronger here in Park Hall. Someone on social media this week called our
performing “Unity in the Community”, that is exactly what we have here. Keep safe everyone.
Lee Smirthwaite - Zone 4
Street Watch Bike Patrol Admin
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CHRISTMAS
ENTER YOUR
DETAILS HERE:
NAME:

TELEPHONE:

ADDRESS:

ANGEL
ANTLERS
BAUBLES
CARROT
CHIMNEY
ELF
GRINCH
MANGER

MINCE PIES
NATIVITY
PRESENTS
RUDOLPH
SANTA CLAUS
SCROOGE
TINSEL
TURKEY

Complete the wordsearch
and be in with a chance of
winning a security device
worth over £100
Post your entries to PHANW
C/O 31 Truro Road Walsall
WS53EQ by the 31st Jan
2021
GOOD LUCK!
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Some social media mentions and appreciation of our PHANW Family!

CODE RED ALERT IN ZONE 1

At approximately 02:27am on Friday 23rd October
2020, two offenders were in the location of Lake
avenue/Gillity Road trying car door handles and
looking through windows. A residents CCTV was
activated and members of the NHW made the
location to offer re-assurance and to try to identify
offenders.
Police were called, and offenders were detained.
Two offenders were arrested and charged.
This was a great example of the community and
police working together to try to drive down crime.
This also sends out a message that the community
are watching.
Great work
Kind regards
PCSO Tim Littlehales Delves/Paddock NHT
Bally,
Put quite simply, the community work that is led by
the PHANW is exemplary. There is simply nowhere
else like it regionally and even nationally. The work
that you were doing pre-pandemic was incredible,
but you have taken it to new levels during this
health crisis through the support given to the local
community.
You genuinely are a remarkable group of
individuals.
Thank you.
Inspector Tony Eustace
Local Policing Manager, Walsall NPU | West
Midlands Police
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Warm up on a cold day with recipes from Melly’s Veggie Kitchen…
With the days getting cooler, here are a few comforting recipes for you
to try. With a hearty ‘shepherdless’ pie and warming berry crumble – you
can’t go wrong! Fruit & nut flapjacks are a great snack whether it’s for
breakfast on-the-go or to accompany your mid-afternoon cuppa. Follow
@mellysveggiekitchen on Instagram for more recipe ideas.
Enjoy! By Mel in Zone 4
‘Shepherdless’ Pie’ (serves 4)

You will need:
1 tbsp olive oil
2 finely chopped onions
1 tsp salt, 1 tsp pepper
1 bulb garlic
1 tin mashed plum tomatoes
1 1/2 pints of vegetable stock
500g veggie mince
1 tbsp dried herbs
1 tsp finely chopped green chillies (optional)
1 tsp paprika
50g washed red lentils
2 finely chopped carrots
2 large potatoes, boiled, seasoned & mashed with a
little butter and warm milk
Method: Cook onions in oil in a large pan, add
garlic, salt and pepper and cook till golden brown.
Add carrots, veggie mince, tomatoes, herbs, green
chillies, paprika, lentils and tomatoes and cook for
about 10 mins, pour on vegetable stock and simmer
for 20-30 mins until lentils are soft. Pour mixture into
a casserole dish and top with mashed potatoes.
Cook in the oven at 180 degrees for 40-45 minutes
and serve.
Top Tip: Add crushed tortilla crisps and grated
cheese before putting in the oven for a delicious
crunchy topping!

Berry Crumble (serves 4)

You will need:
800g frozen mixed berries
1 tbsp demerara sugar
Juice and finely grated rind from 1 lemon
½ tsp cinnamon
100g plain flour
50g butter or margarine at room temperature
50g caster sugar
Method: In a casserole dish, mix the berries,
demerara sugar, lemon juice and rind and cinnamon.
In a bowl rub together the butter and flour to create
a breadcrumb type mixture, stir in the caster sugar.
Top berries with crumble mixture. Bake in oven
for 30-35 minutes and serve (great with ice cream,
custard or a spoonful of clotted cream for a treat).
Top Tip: swap 50g of the flour for 50g of rolled oats
or muesli for added crunch!
Fruit & Nut Flapjacks (makes 16)
You will need: 1kg rolled oats, 500g golden syrup,
300g butter, 200g mixed dried fruit, 200g chopped
mixed nuts.
Method: Melt together the butter and golden syrup
in a pan, fold in the oats, nuts and dried fruit. Push
mixture into a lined oven dish and cover with a sheet
of greaseproof paper for the first half of cooking (this
prevents the fruit from burning). Cook in the oven for
30 minutes until golden. Cool, turn out and slice into
bars/squares.
Top Tip: Add mixed seeds for even more goodness.
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PHANW Drop-in Session
On Saturday 7th March 2020 we
held our first “surgery” at the
United Reformed Church at the
top of Gillity Avenue. We hoped
for a good response, and were
delighted with the number of
people who came along.
We arranged these meetings,
which would also have a Police
presence, to coincide with the
“surgeries” operated by our local
Councillors. We did so, in the
belief that Members and residents
could come along, knowing that
whatever their suggestion or
complaint, there was a very good chance that they could speak to somebody who was
likely to progress the matter for them. We were particularly interested in hearing any ideas
that might have been of benefit to the local community. We wanted to give visitors the
opportunity to talk to a Committee Member and hoped people wanted to find out more
about Neighbourhood Watch and our local activities. We are operating Street Watch
patrols and hoped for questions about how to join a patrol. We expected to be asked
questions about our litter picking initiative, and about our WhatsApp operation. We were
not disappointed. You will see from the photographs that we had a very good turn-out and
we wish to thank those people that came along to talk to us and offer their support.
We have, however, heard one or two comments
along the lines that by holding our surgery at
the same time as the local Councillors we were
politicising PHANW, which we emphatically deny.
We operated in a different room to the Councillors
and had the presence and support of a Police
representative, Tim Littlehales, our local PCSO.
We paid the Church for the use of the facility and
in all regards, consider that the only “joint” factor
was that we timed our operation to be when the
Councillors held their surgery so that we could
offer our members and residents a “One Stop
Shop.” Therefore, at least until we have gained
more experience, we will continue to have our
meetings on the same day, and at the same time,
as the Councillors.
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We would be very pleased to meet any of our members, and even non-members, at any
of our future “Drop-in” sessions. They will start at 9.00 a.m. on the first Saturday of every
month and although scheduled to finish at 10.00 a.m. we will be happy to stay longer if we
need to do so.
Any further drop-in sessions are postponed due to Covid-19. We will update when these
will be safe to return, but in the meantime, please email us if you can help with any
community activities at editor@phanw.com
Bally Sohal
Secretary of PHANW and Head of Street Watch

*IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO ALL PHANW STREET COORDINATORS*
A PHANW Street Coordinators WhatsApp group has been set up to share information and ideas
between coordinators and the PHANW committee especially whilst we are in this pandemic. We
believe we want to continue to maintain effective communication with our amazing coordinators
and work hard in keeping our community safe and strong.
If you are a PHANW Street Coordinator or want to join to become one of our amazing Street
Coordinator volunteers (or want more information) and would like to be included in this group,
please contact your Zone Heads listed at the front of this magazine or send a WhatsApp message
to myself on 07484 602 805
As ever thank you all for your continued support and hard work.
Claire James - Zone 1
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Vehicle Crime
Bikes
• When parking away from home make sure your bike or motorbike is locked to a heavy duty piece
of street furniture and where possible with the lock or chain off
the floor.
• Make sure the lock you use is independently tested (e.g. Sold
Secure approved), the correct size and difficult for thieves to
access to break it.
• At home, lock bicycles and motorcycles in a secure garage or
shed if you have one, using a good quality U-lock or chain and
padlock to a ground anchor. Consider using two different types
of security device, as often tools to attack one type of device
aren’t so applicable to others.
Fit an alarm to your motorcycle.
• Mark your bicycle frame with your postcode in two separate
locations if possible, one of which should be hidden.
Register your bike for free with www.bikeregister.com, the UK’s
only police-approved cycle database. This will help police to
find it if it gets stolen.
Take a photo of your bike and keep it with the insurance
details. Make a note of the make, model and serial number.
Cars
Keep your car keys somewhere out of sight in your home where they aren’t visible from windows
or doors. When you go to bed, take keys into your bedroom to make them less accessible to
intruders.
Use an anti-theft device on your car.
Get one that is Sold Secure approved
(www.soldsecure.com). You can
search for suppliers on www.
securedbydesign.com and your
insurance company may also be able
to advise you on approved security
devices.

Theft from cars
When you park up:
• Try to park somewhere open and well-lit.
• Lock up – including the boot.
• Remember to close the windows and sunroof.
• Don’t leave anything on show in your car when you park – not even a coat or empty carrier bag.
• If you have a removable sat nav, remove it and take it with you if possible when you park up,
even if only for a short time. Remove the mounting, polish any marks off the windscreen and hide
the cable and mounting.
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Remember…
• Store car ownership information at home, not in your car.
• Number plates are often stolen for criminal use. Use plates secured with anti-theft screws,
available from car accessory
stores.
Overnight
• Try not to store things in the
boot.
• When you leave the car, take
removable radios, stereos and sat
navs with you.
A ‘Park Mark’ shows that a car
park meets recognised security
levels. More information can be
found at www.parkmark.co.uk or
via the British Parking Association
on www.britishparking.co.uk or
01444 447 300.
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Help is Always Out There

This article is perhaps aimed
at men “of a certain age”,
however, if this does not apply
to you it may affect someone
you know and care about.
I have suffered from anxiety
on and off for a number of
years. The worst cases have
been brought about by bullying
bosses. This has taken me to
depths that I do not want to go
again and would hate anybody
else to experience.

Last year the feeling began to re-appear. This time there was no bullying boss, quite the reverse
in fact, and no obvious trigger, and yet still there was an inexorable downward decline. I could
not control my feelings and the slightest setback sent me into a sudden crash. I am sure my
colleagues must have noticed how I reacted; some certainly did. It is an odd feeling to watch
yourself go out of control and be almost able to view yourself as a dispassionate outside observer.
A very critical observer. It is a truly surreal experience and not a nice one.
Then one reaches the point of feeling that nothing is worthwhile. You pass the point of
considering a painless end and begin to feel that perhaps it should hurt. If you are going to take
that step why should you not have to pay in some way?
When one gets to this stage it’s time to ask for help and so, I did. In my case, I was lucky, a simple
tablet seems to have worked; for now, at least anyway.
It seems that when men get to that “certain age” you can get a chemical imbalance (who would
have thought it – an unbalanced man). I suppose it’s a little like the male menopause, or a midlife
crisis. Well at least I didn’t buy a sports car! It is not something to be ashamed of. It is merely a
fact of life that your serotine level can fall; you just need to replace it. There is no need to feel
weak or a failure. Though that is rather easier said than done I confess.
So why am I writing this, especially when this is not something I have told my family. If you want
a good reason why I have not, I simply cannot give you one. Just because. Suffice to say that I
haven’t and possibly I never will and yes, there is no logic or common sense in that. What I want to
say is that if anyone who reads this feels like I did, or knows someone who does, get help. Possibly
the solution may be really very simple, and easy. Why live on a knife edge?
For now, I take it one day, one tablet, at a time and I feel fine, truly. There is the nagging fact that
the tablets will begin to lose their effect and I will have to increase their dose or try another one.
But for now, that’s in the future, at least there is a future. The biggest problem? I can’t drink with
these tablets and I have a bottle of Islay single malt – still unopened.
The Samaritans: Tel [Free]: 116 123, E-mail: jo@samaritans.org
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A PHANW Family in Action!
As a family, we decided to become part of the
PHANW litter-picking group because we wanted to
do something which would help keep the area looking
tidy and cared for. In taking regular walks near to
where we live, we began to notice how litter was being
dropped and was spoiling the environment we all share.
Common litter items include fast-food packaging, sweet
wrappers, drinks cans, bottles and cigarette butts. More
worryingly drugs-related items are also being discarded
on our streets.
Information given on the Keep Britian Tidy website
(keepbritaintidy.org) says it is estimated that more than
two million pieces of litter are dropped in the UK every
day, and the cost to the taxpayers for street cleaning is
over £1 billion a year. Litter does not clean itself away.
It can take years to degrade, causing harm to wildlife and habitats. It can also attract pigeons and
vermin such as rats which can spread disease. Research shows litter contributes to further crime
and that people feel less safe in areas that are littered.
You will no doubt agree that these are all things we
would like to change and that, for this reason, we
could all do something to help tackle this problem.
During these unprecedented times many of us
have found solace in reconnecting with our local
environment and providing we look after it, it will
continue to nourish and sustain us for some time to
come.
So please do not litter. Use a bin for your rubbish and
if you cannot find a bin, take your litter home with you.
If you see litter near to where you live, consider safely
picking this up and putting this in the nearest bin.
Should you wish to become part of the local litter
picking community please contact Lesley Sheldon on
info@phanw.com. It’s a great way to remain active and
to do something good for your local community.
Chris Spencer - Zone 2
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PHANW and the Covid-19 Support Group - A Personal View

This is written with sincere gratitude to the small band of Administrators who work tirelessly to
make the Support Group a success and all of the many volunteers who freely give up their time to
help their community.
This year began for PHANW like every other. The news reported an issue with some kind of
virus in China that was causing problems there, but life went on as usual in Walsall. The biggest
problem for most of us was, as usual, trying to reconcile the amount of debt we had built up
leading to Christmas with the amount of money in our accounts in January. PHANW produced
and distributed the latest edition of Watchword magazine, held a Committee meeting and a
Coordinators meeting, and made plans for events later in the year. As late as March 7th the first of
a planned series of regular Drop-In sessions was held with much success.
And then, the world stopped.

As it became clear that movement would be restricted and even the simplest of tasks like
shopping for groceries would become difficult, a number of PHANW members grew increasingly
concerned about residents in the area who were living alone, or were housebound, or ill. There
are around 3000 households in the PHANW area and local government figures suggest that as
much as 33% of our community is aged 65 or more. It seemed that many of these people might
need support and there would be younger people who would be required, for whatever reason, to
isolate themselves in their homes.
The obvious way for PHANW to help would be to form some kind of support network that could
offer both physical assistance and reassurance to those in need. The idea was discussed, and
a plan put in to action. PHANW would try to harness the goodwill and community spirit of its
members to help the vulnerable across the whole of its catchment area and to assist anyone who
needed it whether a member or not. The PHANW Covid-19 Support Group was created.
How could the neighbourhood be informed about the Support Group quickly? In a world
where not everyone has a smartphone or uses email, how could we make sure that no one was
missed? The only sensible way to do this would be to deliver a message in writing to every single
household.
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At this point, the magic began to happen. In the space of 24 hours a leaflet about the Support
Group was designed and delivered to a printer. A day later the finished leaflets, all 3000 of them,
were printed and ready to be distributed. A call was put out by word of mouth and WhatsApp
to see if any PHANW members could help to deliver leaflets. The response was overwhelming
and within 3 days every one of the 3000 households had received their copy of the leaflet which
explained what PHANW could offer residents and how to request support.
Now what would happen if people used the dedicated telephone line that had been set up to
ask for help? If the response was strong how would we cope? Time for some more magic. A
WhatsApp group was set up for anyone willing and able to volunteer to help and within a very
short space of time the group was more than sixty strong. Then the calls started to come and
requests for help were posted on the volunteers WhatsApp group and suddenly there was a wellcoordinated, live, dynamic, and effective network working as a team offering practical help and
care across the community. I have been struck by the number of people responding within minutes
to a request and, almost without exception, a volunteer has been in place in less than half an hour.
From March to date volunteers have carried out more than 400 tasks.
This is magnificent and many people have benefitted from the timely delivery of their shopping or
their medical prescriptions, but the activities of the Support Group have amounted to much more
than this. Qualified professionals within the group have offered telephone counselling services
and volunteers have bonded with people they have helped and formed relationships and support
structures that will outlast the pandemic. On more than one occasion I have heard of individual
acts of kindness so touching that they have moved me to tears and some of the messages of
thanks received have had the same effect.
At times I fear for the future of community spirit and pride when I see, day after day, examples
of low level anti-social behaviour in the streets around where I live. How thoughtless and selfobsessed do you need to be to drop litter, park your car dangerously, allow your dog to foul the
footpath, or drive at speed around a residential area? There seems to be so much “I’m alright,
Jack” and “me first” behaviour. As long as we’re OK let’s leave someone else to sort things out.
What’s the problem?
And yet, the PHANW community’s response to the coronavirus pandemic has surprised and
enthused me. Here is an example of people being prepared to put themselves out for others and
to put neighbours and community first. If we can do it on this occasion, we can surely do it all of
the time.
I am, I admit, a “glass half empty” sort of person but my involvement with the Support
Group suggests there is hope for pessimists like me. I may even start looking, obviously only
occasionally(!), at that glass being half full instead.
Barry Morse - Zone 4
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PHANW Street Watch Bike Patrols
Park Hall Area Street Watch was started in early 2018 by Bally Sohal. From a small group of likeminded community focussed locals, in a matter of months, it grew to over fifty members.
For those who do not know, the Street Watch scheme is sponsored by West Midlands Police and
allows local residents to patrol their local area in order to record any incidents and also be a visible
deterrent to criminals. All patrols have to be trained and vetted by West Midlands Police before
being passed for Street Watch. Each Street Watch patrol agrees to give a minimum of two hours
per month to patrol their PHANW area.
PHANW has always been at the forefront of Street Watch and has one of the biggest Street Watch
groups in the West Midlands.

Constantly wanting to find new ways to
keep our community safer, the 2019 PHANW
Annual General Meeting was attended
by various members of Walsall Council
and West Midlands Police, including
Chief Inspector Iftekar Ahmed, who was
instrumental in putting the Street Watch
initiative together across the West Midlands.
One of the members spoke that evening
about his own personal journey with Street
Watch and how much he felt the community
had benefitted. He also went on to request
that West Midlands Police reviewed their
policy on the usage of bicycles for Street
Watch Patrols, as this had always been
something that had not been allowed. After
further pressure from Bally Sohal after the
event and continuous discussions, West
Midlands Police agreed to trial bicycle
patrols for use on Street Watch in the Park
Picture above : Lee and Jay going for the Street Watch Hall Area Neighbourhood Watch Zones.
Bike Patrol.

In order to comply with insurance
requirements, myself and Jay were tasked with producing the documentation required to ensure
that all Bike Patrollers were competent riders, that their bicycles were roadworthy and conformed
to the requirements of the Highway code. For each existing Street Watch member who wanted
to use their bicycle, we created a Bike MOT test and registration process, a refresher on relevant
points of the highway code (for instance it is legal to ride two abreast on the highway) and a list of
do’s and don’ts whilst cycling out on the local roads.
Our first trial ride took place on a Saturday afternoon in January 2020 by two members who were
already keen cyclists. We soon realised there were instances where we would need to give future
bike patrollers specific instructions on how to position themselves. As patrols must always be in
two’s, one must be identified as lead cyclist and looks for dangers ahead, while the second rider is
watching behind.
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There then must be clear communication between both riders of any possible dangers. It had
become clear however that we were able to cover a much greater area, in a much shorter amount
of time. So, after a successful first bike patrol. We came home and amended our guidance for bike
patrollers to ensure they rode in the safest manner.
Our second bike patrol was one week later, and this time would be an evening ride. Given this was
winter, it was already dark. One of the patrols, was on their way to the rendezvous point, a matter
of 70 yards from their home, on a bike fully illuminated with front light and flashing rear light, in
reflective riding gear, when a vehicle approached from behind. The rider was already cycling in the
middle of road as they were about to turn right and it had been clear to do so when they started
the manoeuvre. It became clear that the vehicle driver had not seen the bike patrol. In that split
second, the rider was able to give a burst of power on the pedals and get out of way, it didn’t help
that the car also cut out on the corner making contact even more likely. The driver was oblivious to
any of this, because as they drove past, they had their phone on the steering wheel while texting
and driving. An accident was avoided by the narrowest of margins. The vehicle did not stop, and
the details were passed to the West Midlands Police. Please, please think about this next time you
just check your phone whilst driving. It is never safe to use your phone whilst driving
After their heartbeats had slowed down,
the duo completed another test patrol,
and all went without a hitch. It became
apparent that we could respond to any
reports of suspicious activity much quicker
by bike, than by walking.

Picture Above : Mayur and Jay getting ready for their
Street Watch Bike Patrol

In February 2020, we attended the West
Midlands Police Street Watch AGM in
Edgbaston. Bally Sohal gave a passionate
speech about PHANW, and in particular
the Bike Patrol initiative. This drew a
great deal of interest from other Street
Watch groups and co-ordinators. With
many of them asking for the blueprint we
had created on how to setup, run and
manage the Bike Patrols. It was great to
see PHANW leading the way again.

Unfortunately, the pandemic has hampered the amount of Street Watch hours we would like to
have completed during this year, but rest assured we are still here, and still patrolling, protecting
our residents and our community.
So please keep an eye out for us, the bike patrols wear the normal Street Watch Hi-Viz tabards and
our bikes are illuminated.
.
If you would like to get involved with Park Hall Area Neighbourhood Watch Street Watch scheme,
please get in touch, by sending an email to the Admin team at parkhallstreetwatch@gmail.com we
are always on the lookout for new members to join our Street Watch family.
Lee Smirthwaite and Jay Dhillon
Park Hall Street Watch Bike Admin
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PHANW Whatsapp

Dear Residents,
We hope to find you and your families safe and in good health. We have now entered the final
quarter of an extraordinary year for all of us. Of course, the Covid-19 pandemic has shadowed
everyone’s year and as always, our priority is to keep our residents as safe as possible.
Crime figures for this year have declined massively, of course that could be due to the pandemic
and most people staying and working from home. We have however started to see an increase
again as children are going back to school and people are returning to their workplaces. Please
do not get complacent, our groups are very quiet in terms of crime reports but we have had a few
incidents in our area within the last few weeks. Other surrounding areas, Great Barr, Tamebridge,
Chuckery, Streetly & Aldridge are reporting daily incidents in their areas. We are expecting this to
filter through to our area any time soon.
Car crime is still at the top of the list with most crime reported this year in our area being vehicle
related. If you have a vehicle please consider investing in more security with aftermarket alarm/
immobilizers, steering wheel locks & driveway posts. Vehicle crime has hit every area badly, usually
groups of 3/4 people will be involved approaching the house and trying to break into your home
to retrieve the keys for the vehicle, or if you have a keyless vehicle cloning devices are used to get
the car started. Most German & British cars are heavily targeted as parts are a lot more valuable.
We have seen a large variety of cars being stolen, not any one brand/model.
Following on from the above we must also advise all residents to make sure that their house
security is also up to scratch, with early dark nights it is essential we all have good flood lights &
motion sensors on our houses. When you go up to sleep at night check all doors and windows are
locked and your alarms are set. If you haven’t already changed your UPVC/Composite doors locks
to anti snap cylinders, please do so, as this is the number 1 method of entry for burglars. They
manage to bypass non anti snap cylinders in just 10 seconds. Motion sensing cameras/doorbells/
CCTV are also very good to monitor your property whilst you are away. They will remotely inform
you of any movement on your property.
A reminder that the PHANW WhatsApp groups are for crime/safety related messages only.
Please do not post any messages that do not relate to crime/safety and please do not use it as a
chatter forum. If you wish to engage in any non-safety/crime related discussions, please do so on
our PHANW Facebook page which has been set up solely for this purpose and keep our residents
connected.
Please stay safe, always look out for your neighbours and please be vigilant. Invest in good
security for your cars and your homes and be one step ahead of criminals. If you see anything that
isn’t right, please report it to your WhatsApp group and the Police without delay.
Thank you,
PHANW WhatsApp Admins:
Amit Verma
Bhurminder Singh
Perdeep Singh
Tarn Singh
Shin Ark
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USEFUL CONTACTS
WALSALL POLICE - Officers now based at Bloxwich Police Station (Station Street, Walsall WS3 2PD)
and Walsall Civic Centre (Darwell Street, WS1 1TP)
For Emergencies, call
999
For Non-Emergencies, call 101 or visit https://www.west-midlands.police.uk
ONLINE SERVICE: The online service is available 24hrs per day and you can access an advisor on line
though Live Chat during the hours 8am till midnight.
For local non-emergency matters the local Neighbourhood team can also be contacted online
https://www.west-midlands.police.uk/your-local-police/walsall
Neighbourhood Police contacts for our area are delves@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk
Our local policing team can also be contacted by email and telephone.
Sgt Neil Powers
n.powers@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk. 		
Tel 101 extn 8896317
PCSO is 		
t.r.littlehales@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk.
Tel 101 extn 8896317
Engagement and Consultation Officer at the Civic Centre is Andrew Ryan. Tel 101 extn 889 6326 or
email a.ryan@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk
Crimes or information relating to crime, can be also reported anonymously to CrimeStoppers on 0800
555 111 https://crimestoppers-uk.org
Built on the basis of a partnership between the police, the community and media, CrimeStoppers is
an invaluable service that enables anyone with details of criminal activity to pass them on to the police
anonymously, without fear of exposure or retribution.
Other useful numbers:
Citizens Advice Consumer Helpline is 03454 04 05 06 (They will refer to Trading Standards as required)
For lost or stolen Mobile phones, keep a record of the number and the IMEI code (to find this 15
digit code, dial *#06# on the phone) or register phone and IMEI code at www.immobilise.com. (Other
valuable items can also be registered)
Walsall Council General Enquiries – Tel: 01922 650000 - with multiple choice options and reception
staff during normal working day.
Clean & Green 			
01922 653344
Fly tipping 				
01922 653355
Council Tax 				
0300 555 2851
Children’s Services 			
01922 658008
Adult Social Care 			
0300 555 2922
Housing Benefit 			
0300 555 2855
Welfare Rights			
01922 652250
Licensing				01922 653050
Pest Control				01922 653366
Community Protection 		
01922 653060
Parking Services 			
01922 652525
Walsall Housing Group 		
0300 555 6666
West Midlands Fire Service		
03300 589 000
Manor Hospital 			
01922 721172
Out of hours GP Service 		
01922 501999 OR 111
Victim Support			
0333 251 8794
Other useful numbers are also available on the Walsall Council website:
https://go.walsall.gov.uk/contactus
And residents are also able to report issues online by clicking on 'report here'.
To keep abreast of developments in our area, members have access to the Park Hall Area
Neighbourhood Watch webpage www.PHANW.com and to our Facebook page Park Hall Area
Neighbourhood Watch.
The email to join up is joinup@phanw.com, or Mobile 07760 571729
Councillor Gurmeet Singh Sohal
Councillor Waheed Rasab		
Councillor Rose Martin		

cllr.gurmeet.singh.sohal@walsall.gov.uk
cllr.waheed.rasab@walsall.gov.uk		
cllr.rose.martin@walsall.gov.uk		

07943 080229
07468 700849
07931 204615
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West Midlands Street Watch AGM 2020
Park Hall Street Watch had a
tremendous night at the 2nd West
Midlands Street Watch Annual General
Meeting held on 4th February 2020 at
Tally Ho Police Station. I attended the
first AGM last year with members of our
Park Hall Street Watch. It was amazing
to compare and see how this year's
event had grown with the room now
being full to capacity making you realise
just how much growth there has been
especially when you learn that there are
now over 1400 Street Watch patrols in
the West Midlands.
We had many other Street Watch
groups come to us who were inspired
by our work and wanted to discuss
how we have achieved such a growth
of volunteer numbers in Park Hall.
It’s about hard work, teamwork and
determination. Park Hall Street Watch already has over 60 patrols and it has had a
great impact on reducing crime. We are continuing to grow in numbers and as we
grow, so does our administration, which ensures the operation runs smoothly and
efficiently.
I was so pleased to receive an award at the event from the Chief Constable, Dave
Thompson, for all the effort and work we have done at Park Hall Street Watch.
Inspector Iftekhar Ahmed said he had seen from the very first day when he trained
Park Hall Street Watch that it would be a pioneer and an inspiration to others. The
night saw many other individuals receive awards. It was an occasion for volunteers
to be inspired, to share knowledge, and to learn of the benefits of having a Street
Watch that grows.
Park Hall Street Watch has its saying “we love what we do.” If you love what we do
then come and join us by sending an email to us at parkhallstreetwatch@gmail.com
Bally Sohal
Head of Park Hall Street Watch
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If you haven’t done so yet, please pay your PHANW annual membership subscription
This year very few of you will have had your Street Coordinator knocking on your door to
collect your membership subscription because the Committee did not feel this was safe.
In a letter delivered to every household, in articles printed in The Pioneer, and on our
WhatsApp and Facebook platforms, we have been asking members to make alternative
arrangements to pay their £5 subscriptions for the current membership year which began on
1st June 2020.
The simplest and safest way to pay is directly into our bank account, preferably by setting up a
standing order, which you can do online using these details:
Account Name: Park Hall Area Neighbourhood Watch
Account Number: 61596993 Sort Code: 40 45 19 Reference: Use your address (e.g. 72Truro)
If you are unable to pay this way, write your name and address on an envelope, put £5 or a
cheque in it, and drop it through the letterbox of your Street Coordinator or Zone Head. If you
don’t know the address feel free to contact your Zone Head (telephone numbers are printed at
the front of this magazine).
Finally, if it can be done in a safe and socially distanced way, you can make arrangements to
have your subscription collected. Just text, WhatsApp, or call the Treasurer on 07901 511942.
Thank you
Watchword is compiled from several sources, such as police information, books and leaflets
produced by their community services, West Midlands Police handbooks, co-ordinators
and websites. Whilst every endeavour is made to check these details, Park Hall Area
Neighbourhood Watch Committee and the printers cannot be held responsible and print them
in good faith. Similarly, all advertisiting is accepted in good faith but no warrant of quality of
service or workmanship or materials provided by advertisers is implied by their publication in
Watchword. The editor of Watchword reserves the right to select the material for inclusion from
items subimitted for publication.
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Target1

•
•
•
•
•

Security and Cleaning

Lock Upgrades
Damaged and Faulty Lock Repairs
Burglary Repairs
Door Problems
Access Control

•
•
•

Office Cleaning
Communal Cleaning
Pressure Washing

www.target1.co.uk

Email : target-1@hotmail.co.uk Tel : 07957 264424

CHIROPODIST
HCPC Registered

HOME VISITS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ingrown Toenails
Corns
Hard Skin
Heel Pain
Fungal Infection
Verrucae

Foot care in your community!

Advertising space
available, please call
07485 175949
for further details.

COLIN SEVERN
01922 628952
24 Launceston Road
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GREAT FOOD

GREAT FAMILY ATMOSPHERE

FUNCTION ROOM HIRE

www.special-spices.co.uk

HOME OF THE MIXED GRILL

restaurant
and bar
270 Newton Road | Great Barr | Birmingham | B43 6QU

telephone: 0121 357 9666
email: info@special-spices.co.uk
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